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ABSTRACT: Heterogeneous growth of photocatalysts on different
porous substrates is a solution to avoid secondary pollution caused
by composite photocatalysts themselves. However, the heteroge-
neous growth of composite photocatalysts with nitrogen-doped
carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) inclusions�introduced during
synthesis�impedes the direct growth on the substrate. To
overcome this problem, NCQDs were grown on a Co9S8
(NCQDs-G@Co9S8) layer, decorated on cotton fabric. This
optimal coupling mode of NCQDs and Co9S8 showed 54%
degradation, compared to 33% dye degradation via NCQDs-
doped Co9S8 (NCQDs-D@Co9S8). The change in the crystal
structure and its lower loading on fabric results in significantly lower
performance of NCQDs-D@Co9S8. Even with the combination of
both surface growth and doping (NCQDs-DG@Co9S8), the performance was still limited to 42%. In addition, the optimum growth
concentration of NCQDs on Co9S8 was observed for 7.5 w/w %, resulting in 92% photocatalytic activity (PCA) in 80 min.
Comparing different surface states formed in NCQDs using different solvents, water-based surface states (oxygen-rich surface) are
most suitable for the dye degradation. NCQDs-G@Co9S8 also offers 67% Cr-VI reduction to Cr-III, showing its suitability for both
inorganic and organic compounds. Better electrode performance was related to suitable charge separation of the composite, where −
OH groups mainly contribute in the photocatalytic dye degradation..

1. INTRODUCTION
Organic dyes, which are commonly used in several productions
such as textile dyeing, paints, inks, plastics, food, pharmaceut-
icals, and cosmetics, are being discharged into water bodies
even after treatment, leading to water pollution.1 In particular,
textile industry is a major contributor to this environmental
issue due to the release of nonbiodegradable dye effluents. The
anaerobic breakdown of certain N-group-containing dyes, such
as Rhodamine B (RhB) and methylene blue (MB), can
produce carcinogenic substances and it is important to find
ways to reduce these dyes into noncontaminated components
in order to address this environmental concern.2 Several
techniques are commonly used to treat wastewater, including
precipitation, chemical oxidation, coagulation−flocculation,
adsorption, purification, and reverse osmosis.3 Recently,
photocatalyst materials using daylight energy for the
degradation of organic dyes has emerged as a potential
solution. In the process, semiconductors, such as metal sulfides
and oxides, absorb sunlight and an electron−hole pair is
generated, enabling the destruction of organic compounds and
reduction of inorganic moieties.4

Initially, researchers were focused on the use of various
semiconductor metal sulfide nanostructures, including ZnS,
CdS, CuS, Ag2S, Bi2S3, CoS, FeS, and PbS, as photocatalysts in
the degradation of dyes under UV−visible solar irradiation.5
These materials have fast charge recombination; hence, the
heterojunctions of these materials with carbon quantum dots
(CQDs) are developed.6 Compared to traditional metals-based
quantum dots, CQDs offer low cost, biocompatibility, and
zero-photobleaching. CQDs are a mixture of sp2 and sp3

hybridized carbon, with excessive surface functional groups.7

Due to their extreme small size, CQDs colloid is difficult to
recover from treated water; therefore, CQDs are commonly
coupled with other nanomaterials or nano substrates to ensure
their ease of recovery and suppress their fast charge
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recombination.8 Because of π−π* (C�C) and n−π* (C−O,
C−N) transitions, CQDs revealed a broad ultraviolet
absorption with a tail in the visible region.9 As a result,
CQDs may extend the visible light range of wide band gap
semiconductor photocatalyst light utilization range. Amor-
phous and nanocrystalline cores containing primarily graphitic
or turbostratic carbon (sp2 carbon) or graphene and graphene
oxide sheets joined by diamond-like sp3 hybridized carbon
insertions make up the typical quasi-spherical nanoparticles
known as CQDs.10 The CQDs may have a unique ability with
better electron transport and reservoir properties as a result.
CQDs have been employed to develop photocatalysts with
increased activity by combining with semiconductor nano-
particles including TiO2, CdS, Fe2O3, g-C3N4, Ag3PO4, Cu2O,
and Bi2WO6 as a potent energy-transfer component.11,12

Doping CQDs with elements such as N and P, the
photocatalytic activity (PCA) of CQDs can be further
improved.13 For instance, nitrogen-doped carbon quantum
dots (NCQDs) synthesized from fruit bunches and urea
showed highly effective photocatalysts for degrading methyl
green. Under 302 nm UV lamp irradiation, NCQDs were able
to degrade 99.91% of the methyl green, a much higher rate
than that achieved by CQDs (39.27%).14 Similarly, NCQDs
were doped in TiO2 and showed 7.3 times higher photo-
catalysis for RhB dye due to better light absorption. Similarly,
the heterogeneous growth of NCQDs on reduced graphene
oxide and carbon nanotubes was studied to enhance the
photoactivity of the composite structure.15 These conductive
substrates provide suitable charge mobility, thus suppressing
the charge recombination of NCQDs.16 In the heterojunction
photocatalytic composites, NCQDs enhance the photoactivity
via increasing the surface area, better charge separation, and
enhanced surface reactivity.17 CQDs are recognized for their
photoinduced electron transfer and photoluminescence prop-
erties.18 N-doped ZnO was decorated with CQDs to improve
the photocatalytic performance of the photocatalyst.19 The
combination of N-doped ZnO and CQDs was found to be
effective in promoting charge separation, preventing charge
recombination, and increasing photocatalytic efficiency and
antiphotocorrosion. This combination is considered an ideal
approach to enhance the performance of photocatalysts.20

The heterogeneous growth of composite structures on
different substrates is an ultimate solution to resolve the issues
related to secondary pollution caused by nanocomposites their
self.21 However, doping of NCQDs during the synthesis of
nanomaterials suppress the heterogeneous growth on substrate
and promote the homogeneous growth in solution.22 To
overcome this problem, we synthesized a composite of Co9S8
with NCQDs via heterogeneous growth (NCQDs-G@Co9S8),
i.e., after synthesis of Co9S8 on fabric, followed by NCQDs
direct growth on Co9S8. This optimal coupling mode between
NCQDs and Co9S8 resulted in 54% degradation, which was
higher than the 33% degradation observed with NCQDs-
doped Co9S8 (NCQDs-D@Co9S8). The lower performance of
NCQDs-D@Co9S8 was due to changes in the crystal structure
and reduced loading on the fabric. Even if NCQDs were grown
on the doped CQDs composite (NCQDs-DG@Co9S8), the
performance was limited to 42%. The optimum loading
content of NCQDs-G@Co9S8 resulted in 92% PCA within 80
min, when the concentration of NCQDs on Co9S8 was 7.5 w/
w %. In addition, we also studied the role of different surface
states of CQDs by changing the reaction solvents. The oxygen-
rich surface obtained by using water as reaction solvent showed

highest PCA.23 Moreover, NCQDs-G@Co9S8 with the
optimum concentration also exhibited 67% reduction of Cr-
VI to Cr-III, indicating its suitability for both organic and
inorganic pollutants.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Required chemicals for the synthesis of cobalt sulfide (Cobalt
Nitrate, Thiourea) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Other
chemicals required for the synthesis of NCQDs, including
citric acid, ethylenediamine, and ethanol were also obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water and thoroughly washed
glassware were used throughout the experiment.
2.1. Cobalt Sulfide Synthesis. Cobalt sulfide was grown

on cotton fabric using the solvothermal route, as shown
schematically in Figure 1. In the preparation, 20 mL of distilled

water and 80 mL of ethanol was taken in a beaker. 0.29 g of the
cobalt nitrate and 0.152 g of thiourea were added into the
solvent mixture. These precursors were allowed to stir for 1 h
at 800 rpm, to make a clear solution. This homogeneously
mixed solution was transferred to Teflon-lined autoclave of 200
mL capacity and a piece of cotton (7 × 7 cm) fabric was
immersed in this solution. Autoclave was set for heating in the
oven at 150 °C for 8 h and allowed to cool down naturally after
completion of the reaction. The fabric sample having Co9S8
growth was then cleaned with distilled water and was dried in
the oven at 70 °C for half an hour.
2.2. NCQDs Doping and Growth on Cobalt Sulfide

Modified Fabric. NCQDs were synthesized using the
hydrothermal route, as shown in Figure 2a. Three grams of
citric acid, 3 g of urea, and 0.5 mL of ethylenediamine were
dissolved in 100 mL water. The solution formed was placed on
the magnetic stirrer for about 30 min at 800 rpm to make a
clear solution. This homogeneous mixture of solution was
transferred into the Teflon-lined autoclave of 200 mL capacity
with a piece of grown cobalt sulfide cotton fabric added to it.
The autoclave was set into the oven at 180 °C for 6 h and was
allowed to cool down naturally after completion of the
reaction. The sample was then filtered and purified using a
dialysis membrane, followed by drying in an oven at 70 °C.
NCQDs were doped in Co9S8 modified cotton fabric by the
hydrothermal route, 20 wt % of NCQDs, 0.29 g of the cobalt
nitrate, and 0.152 g of thiourea were added in to 100 mL of
distilled water and stirred it for 20 min. This homogeneous
mixture of solution was transferred into the Teflon-lined
autoclave of 200 mL capacity with a piece of Co9S8 modified
cotton fabric added to it at 150 °C for 8 h. The sample was
then cleaned with distilled water and the fabric was dried in the
oven at 70 °C.

Figure 1. Synthesis of Co9S8 using the hydrothermal method.
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NCQDs were grown on Co9S8 modified cotton fabric by the
hydrothermal route, as shown in Figure 2b. Elaborately, Co9S8
modified fabric was immersed in autoclave of NCQDs
solution, which was heated in the oven at 180 °C for 8 h.
During this carbonization, some NCQDs were grown on the
fabric, while some of them formed in the solution. The
NCQDs grown on Co9S8-modified fabric NCQDs-G@Co9S8
were rinsed to remove unattached materials and were dried for
testing.
As mentioned in the above sections, a combined process of

doping and growth was used to synthesize NCQDs-DG@
Co9S8, as shown in Figure 2c.
To check the effect of surface states, ethanol, DMF, and

water were used as solvents of NCQDs synthesis to prepare E-
NCQDs, D-NCQDs, and W-NCQDs, respectively. Direct
growth of NCQDs on the synthesized Co9S8 resulted in
different composite structures, respectively, using the same
method (explained above). After this, the fabric was dipped in
a zinc chloride (0.1 g in 100 mL deionized water) solution and
dried three times at 150 °C to stop leeching off the grown
material.

3. CHARACTERIZATIONS
The UV−visible absorbance spectrometer confirms the
photocatalytic activity of electrode (NCQDs-G@Co9S8) from
Shimadzu, Japan. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was used to confirm the growth of NCQDs on Co9S8 surface,
with high-resolution imaging using JEM-2100F; JEOL Ltd.
Japan. Atomic spacing measurements of the NCQDs and

Co9S8 were calculated from grayscale TEM images. Addition-
ally, the surface morphology of NCQDs-G@Co9S8 grown on
cotton fabric were examined using field-emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) at an accelerating voltage of 15
kV, tested after Pt sputtering for 2 min. The samples were also
analyzed for structural crystallinity using wide-angle X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using D/MAX-2500, equipped with an X-
ray source from Rigaku Corporation, Japan. Furthermore, the
functional groups of NCQDs and Co9S8 were identified using a
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer from
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. X-ray photoelectron spectrosco-
py (XPS) was utilized to study the elemental composition and
chemical groups in the modified carbon heterostructures with a
Multilab ESCA 2000 system VG from Thermo Scientific, USA,
equipped with a mono Al Ka X-ray source with an energy step
size of 0.05 V. To observe optical properties of composite, the
absorbance spectra of the NCQDs were recorded using a UV−
visible absorbance spectrometer from Shimadzu, Japan. Using
FluoTime 300, the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
method was utilized to estimate the charge recombination
dynamics.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Metal chalcogenides (Co9S8, CuS, etc.) are gaining interest in
diverse electrical, optical, and optoelectronic devices due to
their extended visible spectrum absorbance and suitable band
gap. However, high conductivity of Co9S8 causes fast charge
recombination of electron/hole pairs, limiting their photo-
catalytic applications. Therefore, the integration of NCQDs

Figure 2. Synthesis method of NCQDs and Co9S8 composites in different solvents. (a) Doping of NCQDs in Co9S8 modified fabric using the
hydrothermal method (NCQDs-D@Co9S8), (b) NCQDs growth on Co9S8 modified fabric (NCQDs-G@Co9S8), (c) NCQDs doping and growth
on Co9S8 modified fabric (NCQDs-DG@Co9S8), (d) NCQDs growth on Co9S8 modified fabric using ethanol (E-NCQDs-DG@Co9S8), and (e)
NCQDs growth on Co9S8 modified fabric using DMF (D-NCQDs-G@Co9S8). All NCQDs-G@Co9S8 were synthesized using water.
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can be considered a promising method to suppress fast
recombination, achieving high-efficiency composite photo-
catalysts. Previously, NCQDs were doped in various semi-
conductors; however, such in situ doping causes the defects in
the crystal structure and impedes the heterogeneous growth of
Co9S8 on any substrate. During in situ doping, NCQDs serve
as a nucleation site in the synthesis solution, thus promoting
homogeneous synthesis of composite in the synthesis solution.
Considering this problem, here, we proposed heterogeneous
growth of NCQDs on the Co9S8 layer, decorated on a cotton
fabric electrode.24 The coupling modes of NCQDs with Co9S8
(NCQDs-D@Co9S8), (NCQDs-DG@Co9S8), and (NCQDs-
G@Co9S8) are compared for photocatalysis, as shown in
Figure 3. Higher degradation of dye is related to lower
absorbance of UV−vis. We analyzed the electrode’s effective-
ness for methylene blue (MB) degradation.25 This electrode
was dipped in MB solution (10 mg/L). The solution samples
were analyzed at 0 min and kept immersed under dark
conditions to check the adsorption of the dye. Afterward, it
was placed under a light source (visible 430 nm, light-emitting

diode [LED] 460 nm, and LED 525 nm). After every 20 min,
the solution samples were analyzed to assess the MB
degradation via UV−vis spectrophotometer. This process was
repeated for 80 min.26 The photocatalytic activity of Co9S8 and
NCQDs-DG@Co9S8 compound photocatalysts in the decrease
of aqueous MB under visible light (>430 nm) irradiation is
given in Figure 3a. PCA of NCQDs-D@Co9S8, Co9S8,
NCQDs-DG@Co9S8, and NCQDs-G@Co9S8 showed 33, 38,
42, and 54% dye degradation after 30 min, respectively. Among
all coupling modes, the PCA of NCQDs-G@Co9S8 (hetero-
geneously grown NCQDs) have efficient photocatalytic
activity. In addition, there was negligible dye degradation
using only cotton fabric, i.e., photodegradation of MB due to
light only. PCA was only observed for the samples having
active materials loaded fabric substrates.
These findings indicate that the reduction in MB has a

catalytic effect. Under daylight (>430 nm) irradiation for 80
min in the presence of Co9S8, MB degradation is slow. Instead,
in the presence of Co9S8/NCQDs composite photocatalysts,
MB reduction process is accelerated, showing 91% degrada-

Figure 3. (a,b) Degradation concentration and degradation of Co9S8, NCQDs-G@Co9S8, NCQDs-DG@Co9S8, and NCQDs-D@Co9S8. (c,d)
Degradation concentration and degradation of Co9S8/NCQDS synthesized using water, ethanal, and DMF. (e−i) Degradation concentration and
degradation of methylene blue dye and degradation concentration.
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tion. The optimized sample NCQDs-G@Co9S8 showed 54 and
29% higher PCA than Co9S8 and NCQDs-D@Co9S8 (Figure
3c). This effect can be related to formation of a defect free
crystal structure of Co9S8 without doping of NCQDs. The final
MB spectra after the PCA test is shown in Figure 3d, which
shows a significantly lower concentration of MB. The proposed
composite structure of NCQDs provides a continuous and
facile method of synthesis, as direct growth of NCQDs omits
the complex purification methods of CQDs. Hence, the
scalability production of composite structure is possible. In
order to tune the compatibility and band alignment of NCQDs
and Co9S8, different surface states of NCQDs were tested.
These surface states were changed via variation of solvents, i.e.,
by using water, ethanol, and DMF.27 These prepared samples
were used to check the photocatalytic activity of electrodes as
shown in Figure 4d. Considering degradation for 30 min, 54,
38, and 44% dye degradation observed using water-, DMF-,
and ethanol-based NCQDs, respectively.28 The results show
that water-grown NCQDs have high photocatalytic activity
and better band alignment with Co9S8. Although water-based
NCQDs have higher band gap and lower optical absorbance;29

however, its band structure is well aligned with the Co9S8.
Therefore, we chose water-based NCQDs for the further
optimization of nanocomposite structure in the next section.30

The concentration of optimized NCQDs was further varied
to check the optimum PCA of the Co9S8/NCQDs composite.
For this purpose, we changed the concentration of NCQDs
precursors, which showed a significant influence in determin-
ing PCA.31 For example, different weight percentages of
NCQDs precursors (10, 15, 20, and 25 wt %) with respect to
Co9S8 precursors were studied for PCA. It was observed that
NCQDs-G@Co9S8 composite photocatalysts have photo-
catalytic activity in the order of 10% NCQDs-G@Co9S8 <

15% NCQDs-G@Co9S8 < 25% NCQDs-G@Co9S8 < 20%
NCQDs-G@Co9S8. The PCA of MB using 10% NCQDs-G@
Co9S8, 15% NCQDs-G@Co9S8, 20% NCQDs-G@Co9S8, and
25% NCQDs-G@Co9S8 were 34.3, 65.6, 91.4, and 85.7%,
respectively, within 80 min. These photocatalytic results reveal
that the photocatalytic performance of NCQDs-G@Co9S8
composites improved as the amount of NCQDs increased up
to 20 wt % of Co9S8 precursors. Above this concentration, the
excessive growth of NCQDs occurs, resulting in formation of
aggregates and microsized NCQDs particles.32 Therefore,
based on 91% PCA of MB via 20 wt % NCQDs-G@Co9S8
composite, we consider it as optimum sample for photo-
catalytic degradation.33

Processing parameters of the electrode were also taken into
account for achieving better performance. Considering this, the
PCA of the optimized composite electrode was tested under
both acidic pH 3 and basic pH 10, as revealed in Figure 4a,b.
PCA of the electrode was slightly enhanced up to 96% under
basic condition, whereas acidic conditions significantly sup-
pressed the PCA, i.e., only 33%. Hydroxyl ions are key radicals
for dye degradation which increase the photolysis in the basic
medium.34 MB can absorb light in the 505−710 nm range, can
create singlet and triplet species via electronic transitions and
intersystem crossing, and can partially decompose itself. The
degradation of MB dye occurs via photolysis, which is obtained
at atmospheric pressure, meaning that O2 is necessary.
Monoelectronic reduction of MB+ radicals by OH produces
•OH radicals in basic media. H2O2, a crucial active species in
degradation processes, is created when •OH reacts with one
another.35 Similar to how MB* radicals are stimulated, O2
interacts with them to generate O2•.

36 These photolysis
reactions of MB are summarized in the following eqs 1−3, as
follow

Figure 4. (a,b) Degradation of methylene blue dye in acidic and basic conditions. (c) Degradation of acid black1 using an optimized electrode
(NCQDs-G@Co9S8). (d) Degradation concentration and degradation of (NCQDs-G@Co9S8). (e) Cr(IV) reduction using optimized electrode
(NCQDs-G@Co9S8). (f) Cyclic stability of optimized composite electrode.
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MB OH MB OH+ * ++ • (1)

2OH H O2 2
• (2)

MB O MB O2 2* + ++ • (3)

Similar to the sensitivity of PCA of MB dye against acidic
conditions, the degradation of acidic dye was also relatively low
using the composite structure. For example, acid black 1 dye
solution (1.90 × 10−5 mol L−1) was tested for the PCA. As a
result, decolorized solution proposed the rapid elimination of
the dye chromophore structure (−N�N−) which showed the
reduction in the absorption band at 615 nm.37 In contrast, the
absorbance at 320 nm, a wavelength commonly ascribed to
aromatic structures, presented a less intense diminution. These
results showed that 13, 17, 48, and 24% dye degradation using
NCQDs-G@Co9S8 with 10, 15, 20%, and 25 wt %, as revealed
in Figure 4c,d. Degradation of acid black1 is less than MB
because of its acidic nature, which has lower compatibility with
holes.38 The results show that there is a maximum positive

charge present on the surface and the degradation occurs due
to OH groups and holes present on the surface. So, the
composite degrades MB rather than acid black1.39

However, because of its high mobility, high stability,
difficulty in reduction, and effective toxicity, chromium, a
typical heavy metal, is one of the most dangerous contaminants
from leather tanning, textile dyeing, electroplating, paint, and
pigment industries. 42% Cr(IV) reduction using (NCQDs-G@
Co9S8 20%) optimized sample as shown in Figure 4e. One of
the purposes of growth on a fabric substrate is the cyclic
stability and reusability of the composite electrode. The
reusability results revealed that the electrode retained 98, 97,
95, 93, 91, 86, and 82% of initial PCA after seven consecutive
cycles as indicated in Figure 4f. This shows the stability of the
electrode for practical applications, where easier separation is
possible, without using filtration or centrifugation, as
commonly employed for mobile phase photocatalysts.40 The
advantage of direct growth also lies in high performance and
stability, as compared to use of binders. The binders passivate

Figure 5. (a−f) SEM image of Co9S8 and NCQDs growth on cotton fabric.

Figure 6. (a) TEM image of NCQDs. (b,d) TEM image of NCQDs-G@Co9S8. (c) HTEM image and SAED of NCQDs-G@Co9S8. (e) TEM and
FFT images of Co9S8 and NCQDs.
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on the surface of active materials and hence hamper the
interaction of active materials and pollutant molecules.41

SEM images of cobalt sulfide growth on fabric at a different
resolution in Figure 5. Image (a) is a fabric image with the

Figure 7. (a) XRD spectra of Co9S8 powder, Co9S8-modified fabric, and NCQDs-G@Co9S8. (b) FTIR spectra of cotton fabric, Co9S8-modified
fabric, and NCQDs-G@Co9S8. (c−g) Deconvoluted XPS spectra of N, S, C, Co, and O of optimized NCQDs-G@Co9S8.
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growth of cobalt sulfide and image (b) is high-resolution image
of image (a). Image (c,d) is the high-resolution image of the
growth of cobalt sulfide on the fabric in nanosheet form. SEM
images with the growth of Co9S8/NCQDs composite on
cotton fabric have uniform growth of NCQDs and there is no
change in the morphology of Co9S8 with the growth of
NCQDs. As NCQDs size is very small, hence, it is difficult to
detect via SEM; however, it was confirmed that there is no
agglomeration of NCQDs. Therefore, to confirm the NCQDs
on Co9S8, we used TEM analysis, as discussed in the next
section.
The in situ growth of NCQDs on Co9S8 was observed using

TEM. For that purpose, the fabric sample was set for severe
sonication, which peeled off the composite from the fabric.
TEM images show the spatial distribution growth of NCQDs
on the fabric structure. Only NCQDs were also peeled off from
the nanocomposite, as shown in Figure 6. These NCQDs
exhibited a similar average diameter of 5−10 nm. The reactants
concentration and time effect the size of CQDs, which was
optimized in our case, yielding suitable NCQDs size. The
contrast in the crystal fringes of the NCQDs and Co9S8 is
visible in the high-resolution images which overlapped together
and confirm the growth of NCQDs on Co9S8, forming an
intimate interface. The interplanar spacing for all CQDs of
TEM images was ∼0.20 nm confirmed using XRD. Surface
structure and growth of NCQDs were confirmed by HTREM
which shows the difference in fringes [Figure 6c]. Selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern is also added in the inset
of HTREM which shows a bright ring with few sharp bright
spots, indicating a mixture of amorphous and crystalline
structure of the composite.42 In Figure 8d, the circle shows the
clear growth of NCQDs on cobalt sulfide. The average
crystalline size of NCQDs was ∼6 nm, which is aligned with
the size calculated from XRD. FFT image is added in the inset
of Figure 6e.
XRD was employed to evaluate the crystal structure of the

Co9S8 and associated composite structures. Figure 7a shows
15, 31, 36, 39, 40, and 55° peaks associated with Co9S8
powder, which are related to 111, 222, 400, 331, and 531
planes, as confirmed from JCPDs card no (65-1765). However,
the Co9S8 formation exhibits two phases, one is Co9S8, and the
secondary phase is Co9S8.

43 Compared to Co9S8 powder, the
growth of Co9S8 on cotton fabric causes the formation of
additional peak at 23°, which is associated with the crystal
planes of the cotton fiber. The cotton fabric peak at 23° was
confirmed from JCPDs card no (03-0226) and broad peak at
15° due to the polymeric crystal structure of cotton fabric.
Formation of weak crystalline sulfides on cotton fabric is
associated with the amine-mediated activation mechanism, that
rapidly generates active sulfur species and promote fast
nucleation and growth.44 Also, after NCQDs growth on
Co9S8, an additional peak was observed at 23°, related to the
202 crystal plane of NCQDs. The cotton fabric peak at 23°
intensity slightly increased with the growth of NCQDs. The
XRD pattern has shown Co9S8 peaks at 2θ of 15, 31, 36, 39, 40,
and 55° are associated with 111, 222, 400, 331, and 531 planes.
The NCQDs XRD pattern shows a significant peak centered at
around 23°, which may be attributed to the crystal plane of
002. Crystalline size was measured using Scherrer equation, L
= Kλ/β cos θ. NCQD’s crystal size is 6.2 nm and peak of
NCQDs shows it has a partially crystalline structure.45

FT-IR confirmed the presence of functional groups in
Co9S8/NCQDs composite. Figure 7b shows the cotton fabric

peaks at 3400 and 3271 cm−1, related to −OH and C−H
bonds. The absence of a peak at 1728 cm−1, property of the
carboxyl group of hemicellulose. The symmetric bending CH2
in cellulose is associated with the absorption band at 1428
cm−1. In cellulose polysaccharides the bending vibrations of
the C−H and C−O groups of aromatic rings are visible at
1359 and 1314 cm−1, respectively. The bending vibrations of
C−H and C−O, the intense peak vibrations detected at 1033
cm−1 are associated with the stretching vibrations of (CO) and
(OH) in the polysaccharide of cellulose.46 After the growth of
Co9S8 on cotton fabric, the peak intensity decreases for the −
OH peak, which is due to Co9S8 atoms replacing OH groups
from the cotton fabric. These groups behave as a nucleation
site for the growth of Co9S8. The peak at 613 cm−1 is
associated with the Co9S8 bond, while the peak at 661 cm−1 is
associated with polysulfide. Furthermore, the bending vibration
of the sulfonated group is identified at 1603 and 1124 cm−1,
respectively. The stretching vibration of Co on the surface of
Co9S8 is responsible for the peak at 620 cm−1.47 To
authenticate the structure and composition of the NCQDs
and Co9S8, the large absorption bands at 3400 and 3271 cm−1

in NCQDs-G@Co9S8 in (Figure 6b) are connected to the
bending vibration of O−H and N−H, correspondingly.48 The
C−H bond stretching vibrations are shown by the prominent
peak at 2852 cm−1. The peaks at about 1558 and 1569 cm−1

are allocated to the usual stretching peaks of the C�N and
N−H bonds, correspondingly. The absorption band at 1558
cm−1 exhibits the stretching vibrations peak of C�O.38 These
groups increase the adsorption process which enhances the
PCA of the electrode by creating active sites.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to

elucidate the chemical bonding and composition. XPS
spectrum confirmed the presence of C, N, S, O, and Co
which shows that the atomic ratio of S/Co is around 1:1.09,
consistent with the atomic ratio of S/Co in the chemical
formula of Co9S8. Figure 7c,d shows various modes of nitrogen
and sulfur. Detailed study of the bonding configuration of
every component was additionally confirmed by high-
resolution XPS spectra. The N 1s peak can be deconvoluted
into three peaks, which represent pyridinic N (397.97 eV),
pyrrolic N (399.9 eV), and graphitic N (402.1 eV). This
reveals the presence of N doping within the graphitic carbon
structure of NCQDs, formed on the surface of cobalt sulfide.
Figure 7c shows the S 2p XPS spectrum for the NCQDs-G@
Co9S8 in situ composites. In S 2p XPS spectrum, the raw curve
associated with two different types of sulfur at 168.7 and 169.9
eV can be peak fitted into two curves which represent the Co−
S 2p3/2 and Co−S 2p1/2, correspondingly. It is possible to
deconvolute the high-resolution spectra of C 1s (Figure 7b)
into numerous peaks that correspond to C�C−C (284.6 eV),
C−N−C (285.3 eV), C−O (287.1 eV), and C�O (289.1
eV).49,50 The peaks at 797.1 and 799.1 eV of Co 2p ascribed to
the 2p1/2 of Co+2 and Co3+, respectively. The 2p3/2 of Co2+ and
Co3+ belong to peaks at 781.05 and 783.17 eV correspond-
ingly, as well as the corresponding two shakeup satellites peaks
(abbreviated as “Sat.”).
The O 1s XPS spectra in Figure 7g show the non-

stoichiometry of oxygen and related V*O vacancies or surplus
O atoms. The O 1s region, in the energy range between 534
and 527 eV, was fitted with three peaks using a XPS fitting
program. The three peaks observed in the O 1s binding energy
region are located at 529.7 ± 0.4 eV (Oa), 530.6 ± 0.5 eV
(Ob), and 531.8 ± 0.7 eV (Oc).
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4.1. Mechanism of Nanocomposite Catalysis.
4.1.1. Optical Properties. An analysis of the optical properties
of NCQDs-G@Co9S8 confirmed the presence of a surface-

state-dependent UV and visible light absorption. In Figure 8a,
the UV−visible absorbance spectra of the NCQDs shows two
sections related to π−π* transitions 250−360 nm range and

Figure 8. UV−visible absorption and Tauc plot of (a) NCQDs and (b) Co9S8 and (c) PL spectra of W-NCQDs, E-NCQDs, and D-NCQDs. (d)
PL spectra of NCQDs and NCQDS-G@Co9S8 composite. (e) Degradation mechanism.
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n−π* within 300−480 nm wavelength. It is worth noting that
both π−π* and n−π* nitrogen doping results in visible light
absorption of NCQDs. Undoped CQDs are only active in UV
light; hence, lower photo absorption restricts their photo-
activity to UV spectrum only. The HOMO−LUMO gap [inset
of Figure 8a of NCQDs was calculated via Tauc plot, derived
from UV−vis values using eq 4
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(4)

where hν is the incident photon energy, C is the
proportionality constant, Eg is the band gap energy, and n =
1/2 and 2 for direct and indirect band gap, correspondingly.
Co9S8 is an indirect band gap material, and we suppose n = 2.
The data within the absorption range of 249−550 nm was
considered. From the linear part of the (αhν)2 versus hν plot
(inset, Figure 8b), for its band gap (1.7 eV). The curvature
nearing the absorption edge could be due to defect sites or
indirect transitions; therefore, visible light fluorescence was not
detected for the Co9S8 sample.

51

The fluorescence of CQDs is linked to their electronic band
structure. The quantum confinement phenomenon and
accompanying photoexcitation in NCQDs were confirmed by
the PL spectra. Figure 8c depicts the emission of NCQDs, E-
NCQDs, and D-NCQDs colloids under the excitation of 360
nm. The PL signal of W-NCQDs, E-NCQDs, and D-NCQDs
were centered at 450, 475, and 550 nm wavelengths,
respectively. The D-NCQDs have a higher content of surface
states; therefore, the HOMO−LUMO gap was reduced. The
HOMO−LUMO gap narrows as the surface states are
increased by using organic solvents, resulting higher Stoke’s
shift.52 According to their Stoke shift ranges, the W-NCQDs
emitted blue light, while the E-NCQDs and D-NCQDs
emitted yellowish-green light, as shown in photographic
images of NCQDs colloid in Figure 8c.53 Here, it is important
to note that, although W-NCQDs have high energy emission
and lower absorption range, however, their band alignment
with Co9S8 is possible. This results in the formation of a
heterojunctioned structure, where charges can efficiently be
separated. PL spectra of NCQDs-G@Co9S8 show negligible
emission as compared to NCQDs colloid Figure 8d, which
confirmed the development of a heterojunction between
NCQDs and Co9S8, reducing the recombination of electron
hole pairs and enhancing the photocatalysis. Enhanced
photocatalytic activity of the composite structure could be
attributed to its better light absorption and extended lifetime.
As from UV−vis analysis it is confirmed that the light
absorption spectra of the nanocomposite is not enhanced.
However, the enhanced activity of the composite could be
related to its enhanced charge separation.54

To gain deeper insights into the role of surface states, we
conducted charge recombination dynamics analysis using time-
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements. The
obtained decay time values were found to be triexponential,
indicating that there is combination of radiative and non-
radiative recombination’s, responsible for the emissions
[Figure 8f]. Interestingly, the average decay times (τAv.) for
W-NCQDs, E-NCQDs, and D-NCQDs were found to be 13.8,
7.8, and 6.4 ns, respectively. These differences in decay times
suggest that the variation in surface states can be attributed to
changes in the solvents used during the synthesis. Longer dwell
time of W-CQDs showed better photocatalytic performance in
the composite, showing that charge dwell time is more

important than light absorption, as E-NCQDs and D-CQDs
has higher light absorption.
Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using the

optimal sample and MB dye to confirm the dye mineralization.
Twenty mL solution of MB dye was prepared and the optimal
sample was added in it. Degraded solution as shown in Figure
S1b. To check the formation of intermediates, two TLC plates
were prepared by casting the drops of simple MB dye and
partially degraded dye solution. These TLC plates were placed
in the 90:20% of chloroform and methanol solution for the
formation of bands. The developed TLC plates images are
added in Figure S1a which show that simple MB dye TLC
plate shows one band and partially degraded dye TLC plate
shows two bands which confirmed the presence of
intermediates.
The optimal nanocomposite was tested for MB dye

degradation in the presence of interfering/scavengers,
including ethanol, ethylene diamine (EDA), sodium hydroxide,
sodium carbonate, and sodium chloride species and placed the
reaction mixture in visible light to check dye mineralization.
EDA increased the catalytic activity of the electrode and dye
was completely degraded. Sodium carbonate quench the OH
groups present in composite which stop the degradation as
shown in graph. The results confirm that OH groups
participated in the degradation of the dye. Carbonate and
bicarbonate ions are known HO• scavengers. According to
equations, they react with HO• yielding CO3•−, which is a less
reactive radical. When NCQDs-G@Co9S8 is irradiated by
sunlight, the possible radical species (•OH and O2•) can be
generated. These radical species could degrade the MB dye to
form several intermediate products that finally decompose into
several nontoxic side products such as NH2, CH4, NO2, SO3,
CO2, and H2O. Based on the reported study, the degradation
of MB dye is through the decomposition of the chromophoric
structure and the destruction of the homo and heteropoly
aromatic rings that are presented in the MB structure. The
electrons in the NCQDs-G@Co9S8 can be excited as the
NCQDs-G@Co9S8 particles have narrow band gaps and
contribute to the generation of free radical molecules. This
leads to the discoloration and opening-ring reactions. The
improvement of electron−hole transport channels has been
constructed by the appropriate energy conduction or valence
bands. Therefore, the highly feasible migration and separation
of electrons and holes could be achieved during the
photocatalytic degradation of MB dye.

Co HO Co HO3
2

3+ +• •
(5)

HCO HO Co H O3 3 2+ +• •
(6)

These scavengers were added to the reaction and placed it
into visible light to confirm the formation of intermediates
during dye degradation. EDA increased the catalytic activity of
electrode and dye was completely degraded. The other
scavengers have similar results that means these reactive
species are more contributing to photocatalysis except EDA, as
shown in Figure S1d. When sodium carbonate was used as a
scavenger minimum dye degradation occurred which shows
that OH− species are the most active component in dye
degradation.
The photocatalytic degradation mechanism of methylene

blue (MB) dye solution catalyzed by NCQDs is illustrated in
Figure. When the NCQDs-G@Co9S8 composite electrode is
irradiated by sunlight, the possible radical species (•OH and
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O2•) can be generated. These radical species could degrade the
MB dye to form several intermediate products that finally
decompose into several less toxic side products such as NH2,
CH4, NO2, SO3, CO2, and H2O. The degradation of MB dye is
through the decomposition of the chromophoric structure and
the destruction of the homo- and heteropoly aromatic rings
that are presented in the MB structure [Figure S2c]. The
electrons in the NCQDs-G@Co9S8 can be excited and
contribute to the generation of free radical molecules. This
leads to the discoloration and opening- reactions. The
improvement of electron−hole transport channels has been
constructed by the appropriate energy conduction or valence
bands. Therefore, the highly feasible migration and separation
of electrons and holes could be achieved during the
photocatalytic degradation of MB dye.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Most suitable coupling mode for the composite fabrication of
Co9S8 and NCQDs was via direct heterogeneous stepwise
growth. In addition, the heterogeneous growth on fabric
suppresses the secondary contamination caused by the active
material itself. The results reveal that the heterojunction
structure formation and associated suitable charge separation is
responsible for improved photocatalytic activity of the
electrode. The surface states of NCQDs formed using water
solvent were most compatible despite having a higher band
gap. The highest dye degradation of 92% was observed for 0.20
wt % of NCQDs. This performance was further enhanced to
97% under slightly basic conditions, showing the major
contribution from −OH groups in photocatalysis. In addition,
the electrode showed significant Cr(IV) reduction, confirming
its suitability for inorganic pollutants as well. The proposed
direct growth of NCQDs omits the requirement for the
complex purification of NCQDs, such as dialysis membrane
and silica gel chromatography. Based on facile processing, we
expect our proposed strategy will advance the scalable
synthesis of active photocatalysts.
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